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ABSTRAC T

"Malevolent" personalities create tremendous problems to both the patient and the therapist. The dangers ofpossible
suicide, homocide and other acting-out by such angry states multiply the difficulties in achieving personality integration . Such
entities originally developed to protect the individual . They represent a defense for the abused child who was confronted with a
situation with which he could not cope . Suggestions by the therapist that the treatment goal is "fusion" constitute a threat to the
existence of alter personalities, and mobilize their resistance .Ego-state theory holds that "dividing" Iies on a continuum, ranging

from normal, adaptive differentiation (as represented by different moods) to pathological dissociation (as represented by tru e
multiple personality disorder) . Between lie covert "ego-states" which are organizations of behavior and experience separated by
semi-permeable boundaries . In this theory, treatment of Multiple Personality Disorder involves reducing the rigidity of the
boundaries and moving them down the continuum until they become ego-states-such as are found in normal subjects under
hypnosis . From this point of view malevolent alters need not be threatened with non-existence, but are promised continued selfnes s
and identity within a larger organizational framework . Such an approach lowers their resistance to treatment, and "integration "
(which is not the same as "fusion") is more easily attained . The therapist becomes their "friend" rather than their "enemy ."

Multiple Personality Disorder (MPD) is perhaps
the most interesting and challenging of disorders for the
psychotherapist . In the past such cases have been con-
sidered as extremely rare (American Psychiatric Asso-
ciation, 1980) . However, recent studies (e.g ., Braun,
1986; Coons & Milstein, 1986; Kluft, 1985; Putnam,
Guroff, Silberman, Barban, & Post, 1986 ; Ross, Norton,
& Wozney, 1987; Schultz, Braun, & Kluft, 1985) have
clearly demonstrated that this condition is much more
common than previously thought . DSM-III-R (Ameri-
can Psychiatric Association, 1987) no longer describes i t
as rare . The First through Fourth International Confer-
ences on Multiple Personality/Dissociative States (1984 -
1987) included approximately 400 scientific presenta-
tions on patients with MPD . A high percentage of the
cases described in those reports had been misdiagnosed
for considerable periods of time before coming to the
attention of the clinicians who ultimately recognized th e
nature of their circumstances . Putnam et al . (1986 )
found that their cohort of 100 MPD patients had aver-
aged 6.8 years between their first mental health evalu-
ation for symptoms related to MPD and receiving a n
accurate diagnosis.

A position which seems to have guided earlier
workers in this field is that the "normal" self is a unity .
MPD, therefore, was not understood in terms of normal
personality theory . This attitude resulted in many
mental health specialists taking an "either-or " position
as follows : "Normal" individuals do not have "di-
vided" personalities . They represent the bulk of the

population . In a few extremely rare cases the ego
"splits" and only then forms a "multiple personality ."

More practitioners are beginning to think of
divisions within a personality as being quite common,
but with differing degrees of severity (Beahrs, 1982) . We
(Watkins & Watkins, 1979, 1981, 1982 ; Watkins &
Johnson, 1982) have gathered increasing evidence tha t
the dividing of the personality lies on a continuum,
ranging from normal adaptive differentiation at one en d
to pathological maladaptive dissociation at the other,
where the true multiple personality disorder occur . The
in between regions on the continuum consists of "ego -
states,"- covert patterns of behavior and experience ,
usually accessible only under hypnosis .

Hilgard (1977, 1986) initiated hypnotic deafness i n
subjects. After they failed to respond to loud noises h e
asked the following question: "Although you are
hypnotically deaf perhaps there is some part of you tha t
is hearing my voice and processing the information . If
there is, I should like the index finger of your right han d
to rise as a sign that this is the case ." In some subjects,
the finger rose . He described this as due to a covert
"cognitive structural system", and called it "the hidden
observer." He found that the hidden observer als o
recorded an awareness of pain in a hand rendered
hypnotically analgesic that was immersed in circulatin g
ice water. Hilgard considered the hidden observer as a
metaphor and at that time (1977) held that it was not " a
secondary personality with a life of its own . "
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sonalities were well represented by the names they gave
themselves.

When one of us 0GW), who was a consultant on
the Hillside Strangler case, gave Steve (the murdering,
rapist personality) recognition and credit for being
intelligent, it ceased threatening him, became coopera-
tive, and revealed just which girls he had killed and
which ones his cousin Angelo Buono had killed . This
confession was a significant revelation in solving th e
case (Watkins, 1984) .

We must go out of our way to convey our belief t o
the angry alter that it came originally to protect th e
child, and we give it praise and recognition for thi s
accomplishment. We seek at all times to discover an d
satisfy the needs of each personality and to show it how
those needs can still be met while changing its behavior
toward the patient . We encourage it to initiate coopera-
tive integration with other states rather than retreat int o
pathological dissociation and isolation . By helping the
malevolent alter to meet its own needs we undercut its
destructiveness toward the main personality .

A patient of mine (HHW) had a very tough
underlying personality called "Ramblin' Rose." Ram-
blin' Rose was a bartender in a small western town and
deeply resented that the patient was getting a colleg e
education, declaring that "She has no business here ."

When confronted with her early appearance t o
save the patient, Ramblin' Rose replied, "Of course, I
had to come out. She couldn't save herself ." I said,
"Then if you came to save her, you must love her." The
interpretation completely devastated Ramblin' Rose 's
tough-guy role. She became almost incoherent . This
undermining of her defensive structure was the begin-
ning of a new, cooperative and less destructive involve-
ment in the treatment on her part. She now could
become protective in a more constructive way, a s
illustrated by the following week's session . The patient
came this hour complaining, "What are you doing to
me! I went to a bar last weekend to get drunk and
Ramblin' didn't come out . I just sat ther bawlin' like a
baby!"

I hypnotized her and asked Rarnblin' Rose for a n
explanation . She replied, "Aw, don't worry, I was
watching. If she had been in trouble, I would have come
out. I just decided she has to learn to be responsible fo r
her own behavior ." In fact the patient did stop getting
drunk; and she did become more responsible .

Sometimes the malevolent alter will inflict pain o n
the primary personality because, "If I don't hurt her the
world will hurt her more ." This belief may have
stemmed from a punitive parent whose discipline wa s
more sadistic than corrective. Such an alter represent s
an introjection of the abuser . A cruel internal alter con-
tinues the punishments the patient suffered during
childhood by a cruel external parental abuser .

One must be careful about manipulating destruc -

tive personalities because it is very easy to lose thei r
slowly developing feelings of trust . Sometimes, how-
ever, one must take that chance . We had secured th e
agreement of a suicidal multiple personality disorde r
patient to stay overnight as an inpatient at the
university's health service . Shortly afterward a malevo-
lent alter emerged and phoned us to say that it was i n
control . It planned to take the patient out of the hospital ,
go home, and commit suicide. We asked to talk with one
of the more constructive personalities and requested
that it remain out until the next morning . It did so . The
next morning the suicidal personality awakened in a
somewhat more constructive mood, wondering why i t
was still in the hospital .

Our goal is not the elimination of the malevolen t
personality, but the controlled release of its anger and it s
integration back into the personality as a good citize n
among cooperating but covert ego states . We have
found that abreactions are the best procedures for ac-
complishing this, and we have described elsewhere th e
tactics for initiating and working-through therapeuti c
abreactions (Watkins, in press : Watkins and Watkins ,
1978) . However, simply activating the angry state and
having it directly release its anger does not seem to be
the most effective tactic .

Originally, the anger was created in the mai n
personality by the abuse heaped upon it, with which i t
could not cope . Accordingly, it repressed that anger an d
pain into a dissociated secondary state that was created
for that purpose. Once having accomplished this ma-
neuver, the main personality becomes free of the pai n
and anger. This mechaism is illustrated in the followin g
conversation (Watkins and Johnson, 1982) recorde d
between a primary personality and a malevolent alter :
Mary, "I have hate . I've learned to hate because of th e
pain I've gone through . "

Rhonda: "Well what pain have you gone through?"

Mary: "The pain of ridicule and teasing and
criticism and failure. It's all been on me. But then I
turned it around, and I turned it on you . "

Rhonda, the original main personality, had escaped the
"pain" by dissociating it into Mary . She can no longe r
even remember experiencing it herself and cannot
understand why Mary is angry with her .

For best results the dissociative process should be
reversed. The malevolent state must be induced t o
release its anger through the internal boundary back into
the primary personality, and the primary one must be
induced to accept it, and, through an abreaction, releas e
it outward to the external world . This procedure i s
difficult to do since the original personality could no t
handle that rage in the first place and dissociated it .
Now, however, in alliance with the therapeutic sel f
(Watkins, 1978) of a constructive practitioner, an d
without the original abuser present, it often can accept
and express the anger .
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The problem with the malevolent personality i s
that it regards the rage as its life blood . As one alter pu t
it to the primary personality, "I have to hurt you . If I
didn't, I wouldn't exist ." The trick (i .e., the crucia l
therapeutic task) is to convince the alter that it will
continue to exist within a "family of self" and be a n
important, respected, and contributing member of tha t
group .

We promise each alter that we will not try to kill i t
or eliminate it . It can "die" if it wants to (and some do),
or it can continue to exist as an important but covert
ego-state within the family of self, no longer isolated
and dissociated . It is uaually very suspicious and disbe-
lieving of such statements at first since it may have en-
countered the opposite attitude with earlier therapists .
Such alters often protest to the therapist, "You're trying
to get rid of me ."

In time, it comes to believe us. Our relationshi p
with it improves . It becomes cooperative and no longer
hostile to our therapeutic efforts. We seek to be it s
friend. Hostile and angry alters have had few friends
and have usually borne the brunt of rejection both
within and without . On the surface they are scornfu l
and belligerant. Inwardly, like the angry child fro m
whom they started, they yearn for acceptance an d
affection. We try to teach them how to gain that throug h
constructive rather than destructive behavior . This i s
most difficult to do when the patient must cope with
rejecting and punitive family members in the real life
situation .

If possible, it is most beneficial to convert the
malevolent alter into a co-therapist . If its original func-
tion was protective (and we believe this to be almost
universally true) then it has the potential to become an
internal therapist . However, it is important for th e
therapist to realize that even a constructive ego state is
only a part-person and probably based upon a chil d
acting as an adult. In other words, the advice is impor-
tant from the ego state's point of view and should b e
respected, but the therapist needs also to trust his ow n
wisdom, which springs from a more global viewpoint .

We have found that when multiples are integrated
in this way we can re-activate the original multipl e
personalities again with hypnosis, but they tell us that,

"We aren't separate persons any longer . We are parts o f
her ." They usually find themselves freed of tension ,
anger, pain and conflict, and are much happier in thei r
new form as ego states. In fact, we find them no differ-
ent now from the normal subjects who volunteer fro m
our introductory psychology classes for hypnosis ex-
periments. Sometimes, two alters do fuse if their under-
lying needs (such as a protective one) are so similar tha t
there is no purpose in remaining separate . But this i s
their choice, not ours .

SUMMARY

The key to success in treating many multipl e
personalities is not making enemies of the destructiv e
alters by trying to eliminate them . Rather, one must
strive to meet their needs and secure their agreement t o
integrate. Their loadings of pain and anger should the n
be released through the internal boundary back into the
primary personality. Simultaneously, one must induce
the primary personality to accept these feelings and fac e
once again the anger (or other affects) it originall y
dissociated when creating the alters . It also must take
responsibility for having those feelings . Then, through
controlled abreactions, which protect the patient fro m
hurting self or others, the primary personality mus t
release this anger back into the external world fro m
whence it originally came .

Abreactions are not pleasant for either the patient
or therapist, but the patient is strengthened now by
becoming the ally of the therapist. Through confronta-
tion and acceptance of responsibility for these affects,
both achieving mastery over them and the releasing o f
the dissociated rage become manageable .

The resulting change is not fusing but integration,
a process in which the previous alters retain their
unconscious sense of self. Their resistance to the proce-
dure is greatly lowered because they are only being
changed and do not feel they are being executed . They
need not longer emerge as separate, overt multiples .
Instead, they move down the differentiation-dissocia-
tion continuum and become covert, cooperative ego
states - like those we find in normal individuals .
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